Member Appreciation Week

We were so excited to kick off the new Fall season by appreciating our members September 6 – 12th. We hope you enjoyed the refreshments. In addition, our various raffle winners were John Young (can of balls), Jean Stiles (over grip), Stephanie Gardner (Racquet re-grip), Marsha Mohr (free racquet stringing), and Tom Yee (free 30-minute private lesson with Shelly).

On Friday, we had a great time at our MEMBER APPRECIATION MIXER with tennis, music, and dinner. Two lucky winners walked away with a Target and Starbucks gift card. We even had a little unexpected excitement when we ended by sheltering from the storm (along with some devoted soccer fans!)

Get Involved

Check out some of our new opportunities to play at Schwartz Tennis Center.

Our Fall Junior Session kicks off Sunday, October 2nd. We continue our excellent junior programming and introduce a fun new class for our smallest players, Pete’s Peewee Tennis (ages 3-5). This class combines fitness and agility in a fast-paced engaging environment.

Adult Boiler Beginner classes are offered with an exciting curriculum that allows students who have never played tennis before to be hitting back and forth with each other in less than 15 minutes of starting their first class.

Night Owls on Monday evenings, for 4.0 players and above, allows higher level players to enjoy competitive drilling paired with an emphasis on improving their fitness level.

See purduetennis.com for a full list of activities for you to choose. Sign up today and refer a friend.

Our BIG TEN

As we head into our indoor tennis season, we look to engage more players than ever.

Since the start of the Schwartz Tennis Center ten years ago this December, we have had the pleasure of serving countless collegiate players, students, members, and guests.

The tennis center opened on December 30, 2006. The week of December 27th through 30th look out for $10 holiday court time and many other “10” celebrations.

“Best place to play tennis! We are fortunate to have not only a remarkable physical facility, but outstanding people who work there. Love to start my day with a drill or match. Fun! Fun! Fun!”

- Billie Federspiel
Fall Novice Tournament

Competing at Schwartz Tennis Center happens at all levels of play. We host Green Ball level and Novice tournaments to spread our love of tennis and competition. This Fall’s Novice Tournament had a very enthusiastic group of participants.

Results

Our finalists and winners were:

GREEN BALL Winner- Emerson Mohr
GIRLS 14 & UNDER Winner- Alexis Bookout, Finalist- Leandra Suter
GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL Winner- Evie Cai, Finalist- Allie Bookout
BOYS 13 & UNDER Winner- Landon Mohr, Finalist- Carter Tran

Non-Elimination and Alternate Scoring

Every event played a non-elimination format. Either flight play or a compass draw was used with no-ad scoring. Green ball participants played timed matches while the other events played sets or short sets.

What is Green Ball?

It is a lower compression tennis ball that allows younger players to learn to develop and extend rallies. The balls are not as “bouncy” allowing the players to contact the ball more often in their own strike zone.

Family Tournament

We enjoyed a beautiful day outside for our First Annual Family Tournament. It was a tennis filled afternoon followed by a barbecue dinner.

From Round 1 of round robin play, Peter and Aaron Gu were the team to beat. They were closely followed in overall games by Cameron and Landon Mohr. During Round 6, Henry and Calvin Chang gave the Gu tandem their only loss of the afternoon but it was not enough to dethrone the eventual winners or second place finishers.

Winners: Peter & Aaron Gu (31 games)
2nd Place: Cameron & Landon Mohr (30 games)